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ABSTRACT
Representation learning focused on disentangling the un-
derlying factors of variation in given data has become an
important area of research in machine learning. However,
most of the studies in this area have relied on datasets from
the computer vision domain and thus, have not been readily
extended to music. In this paper, we present a new sym-
bolic music dataset that will help researchers working on
disentanglement problems demonstrate the efficacy of their
algorithms on diverse domains. This will also provide a
means for evaluating algorithms specifically designed for
music. To this end, we create a dataset comprising of 2-bar
monophonic melodies where each melody is the result of
a unique combination of nine latent factors that span or-
dinal, categorical, and binary types. The dataset is large
enough (≈ 1.3 million data points) to train and test deep net-
works for disentanglement learning. In addition, we present
benchmarking experiments using popular unsupervised dis-
entanglement algorithms on this dataset and compare the
results with those obtained on an image-based dataset.
1. INTRODUCTION
Representation learning deals with extracting the underly-
ing factors of variation in a given observation [3]. Learning
compact and disentangled representations (see Figure 1 for
an illustration) from given data, where important factors of
variation are clearly separated, is considered useful for gen-
erative modeling and for improving performance on down-
stream tasks (such as speech recognition, speech synthesis,
vision and language generation [21, 22, 50]). Disentangled
representations allow a greater degree of interpretability
and controllability, especially for content generation, be it
language, speech, or music. In the context of Music In-
formation Retrieval (MIR) and generative music models,
learning some form of disentangled representation has been
the central idea for a wide variety of tasks such as genre
transfer [6], rhythm transfer [24, 49], timbre synthesis [38],
instrument rearrangement [23], manipulating musical at-
tributes [19, 40], and learning music similarity [34].
Consequently, there exists a large body of research in
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Tonic: C
Octave: 4
Scale: Major
Rhythm: 7
Chords: C,F  
Contour: Ascend
Observed Data Disentangled Representation
Figure 1: Disentanglement example where a high dimen-
sional observed data is disentangled into a low dimensional
representation comprising of semantically meaningful fac-
tors of variation.
the machine learning community focused on developing
algorithms for learning disentangled representations. These
span unsupervised [9, 20, 25, 31], semi-supervised [27, 37,
46] and supervised [14,19,30,32] methods. However, a vast
majority of these algorithms are designed, developed, tested,
and evaluated using data from the image or computer vision
domain. The availability of standard image-based datasets
such as dSprites [39], 3D-Shapes [7], and 3D-Chairs [2]
among others has fostered disentanglement studies in vision.
Additionally, having well-defined factors of variation (for
instance, size and orientation in dSprites [39], pitch and
elevation in Cars3D [42]) has allowed systematic studies
and easy comparison of different algorithms. However, this
restricted focus on a single domain raises concerns about
the generalization of these methods [36] and prevents easy
adoption into other domains such as music.
Research on disentanglement learning in music has often
been application-oriented with researchers using their own
problem-specific datasets. The factors of variation have
also been chosen accordingly. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no standard dataset for disentanglement learning
in music. This has prevented systematic research on under-
standing disentanglement in the context of music.
In this paper, we introduce dMelodies, a new dataset
of monophonic melodies, specifically intended for disen-
tanglement studies. The dataset is created algorithmically
and is based on a simple and yet diverse set of independent
latent factors spanning ordinal, categorical and binary at-
tributes. The full dataset contains ≈ 1.3 million data points
which matches the scale of image datasets and should be
sufficient to train deep networks. We consider this dataset
as the primary contribution of this paper. In addition, we
also conduct benchmarking experiments using three pop-
ular unsupervised methods for disentanglement learning
and present a comparison of the results with the dSprites
dataset [39]. Our experiments show that disentanglement
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learning methods do not directly translate between the im-
age and music domains and having a music-focused dataset
will be extremely useful to ascertain the generalizability of
such methods. The dataset is available online 1 along with
the code to reproduce our benchmarking experiments. 2
2. MOTIVATION
In representation learning, given an observation x, the task
is to learn a representation r(x) which “makes it easier to
extract useful information when building classifiers or other
predictors” [3]. The fundamental assumption is that any
high-dimensional observation x ∈ X (where X is the data-
space) can be decomposed into a semantically meaningful
low dimensional latent variable z ∈ Z (where Z is referred
to as the latent space). Given a large number of observations
in X , the task of disentanglement learning is to estimate
this low dimensional latent space Z by separating out the
distinct factors of variation [3]. An ideal disentanglement
method ensures that changes to a single underlying factor
of variation in the data changes only a single factor in its
representation [36]. From a generative modeling perspec-
tive, it is also important to learn the mapping from Z to X
to enable better control over the generative process.
2.1 Lack of diversity in disentanglement learning
Most state-of-the-art methods for unsupervised disentangle-
ment learning are based on the Variational Auto-Encoder
(VAE) [29] framework. The key idea behind these meth-
ods is that factorizing the latent representation to have
an aggregated posterior should lead to better disentangle-
ment [36]. This is achieved using different means, e.g.,
imposing constraints on the information capacity of the
latent space [8, 20, 45], maximizing the mutual informa-
tion between a subset of the latent code and the observa-
tions [10], and maximizing the independence between the
latent variables [9, 25]. However, unsupervised methods for
disentanglement learning are sensitive to inductive biases
(such network architectures, hyperparameters, and random
seeds) and consequently there is a need to properly evaluate
such methods by using datasets from diverse domains [36].
Apart from unsupervised methods for disentanglement
learning, there has also been some research on semi-
supervised [37, 46] and supervised [12, 15, 30, 32] learning
techniques to manipulate specific attributes in the context
of generative models. In these paradigms, a labeled loss is
used in addition to the unsupervised loss. Available labels
can be utilized in various ways. They can help with disen-
tangling known factors (e.g., digit class in MNIST) from
latent factors (e.g., handwriting style) [4], or supervising
specific latent dimensions to map to specific attributes [19].
However, most of these approaches are evaluated using
image domain datasets.
Tremendous interest from the machine learning commu-
nity has led to the creation of benchmarking datasets (albeit
image-based) specifically targeted towards disentanglement
1 https://github.com/ashispati/dmelodies_dataset
2 https://github.com/ashispati/dmelodies_benchmarking
learning such as dSprites [39], 3D-Shapes [7], 3D-chairs [2],
MPI3D [16], most of which are artificially generated and
have simple factors of variation. While one can argue that
artificial datasets do not reflect real-world scenarios, the
relative simplicity of these datasets is often desirable since
they enable rapid prototyping.
2.2 Lack of consistency in music-based studies
Representation learning has also been explored in the field
of MIR. Much like images, learning better representations
has been shown to work well for MIR tasks such as com-
poser classification [5, 17], music tagging [11], and audio-
to-score alignment [33]. The idea of disentanglement has
been particularly gaining traction in the context of interac-
tive music generation models [6, 15, 40, 49]. Disentangling
semantically meaningful factors can significantly improve
the usefulness of music generation tools. Many researchers
have independently tried to tackle the problem of disentan-
glement in the context of symbolic music by using different
musically meaningful attributes such as genre [6], note den-
sity [19], rhythm [49], and timbre [38]. However, these
methods and techniques have all been evaluated using dif-
ferent datasets which makes a direct comparison impossible.
Part of the reason behind this lack of consistency is the dif-
ference in the problems that these methods were looking
to address. However, the availability of a common dataset
allowing researchers to easily compare algorithms and test
their hypotheses will surely aid systematic research.
3. dMELODIES DATASET
The primary objective of this work is to create a simple
dataset for music disentanglement that can alleviate some of
the shortcomings mentioned in Section 2: first, researchers
interested in disentanglement will have access to more di-
verse data to evaluate their methods, and second, research
on music disentanglement will have the means for con-
ducting systematic, comparable evaluation. This section
describes the design choices and the methodology used for
creating the proposed dMelodies dataset.
While core MIR tasks such as music transcription, or
tagging focus more on analysis of audio signals, research
on generative models for music has focused more on the
symbolic domain. Considering most of the interest in dis-
entanglement learning stems from research on generative
models, we decided to create this dataset using symbolic
music representations.
3.1 Design Principles
To enable objective evaluation of disentanglement algo-
rithms, one needs to either know the ground-truth values of
the underlying factors of variation for each data point, or
be able to synthesize the data points based on the attribute
values. The dSprites dataset [39], for instance, consists of
single images of different 2-dimensional shapes with simple
attributes specifying the position, scale and orientation of
these shapes against a black background. The design of our
dataset is loosely based on the dSprites dataset. The follow-
ing principles were used to finalize other design choices:
(a) The dataset should have a simple construction with ho-
mogenous data points and intuitive factors of variation.
It should allow for easy differentiation between data
points and have clearly distinguishable latent factors.
(b) The factors of variation should be independent, i.e.,
changing any one factor should not cause changes to
other factors. While this is not always true for real-
world data, it enables consistent objective evaluation.
(c) There should be a clear one-to-one mapping between
the latent factors and the individual data points. In other
words, each unique combination of the factors should
result in a unique data point.
(d) The factors of variation should be diverse. In addition,
it would be ideal to have the factors span different types
such as discrete, ordinal, categorical and binary.
(e) Finally, the different combinations of factors should
result in a dataset large enough to train deep neural
networks. Based on size of the different image-based
datasets [35,39], we would require a dataset of the order
of at least a few hundred thousand data points.
3.2 Dataset Construction
Considering the design principles outlined above, we de-
cided to focus on monophonic pitch sequences. While there
are other options such as polyphonic or multi-instrumental
music, the choice of monophonic melodies was to ensure
simplicity. Monophonic melodies are a simple form of mu-
sic uniquely defined by the pitch and duration of their note
sequences. The pitches are typically based on the key or
scale in which the melody is being played and the rhythm
is defined by the onset positions of the notes.
Since the set of all possible monophonic melodies is
very large and heterogeneous, the following additional con-
straints were imposed on the melody in order to enforce
homogeneity and satisfy the other design principles:
(a) Each melody is based on a scale selected from a finite
set of allowed scales. This choice of scale also serves
as one of the factors of variation. The melody will also
be uniquely defined by the pitch class of the tonic (root
pitch) and the octave number.
(b) In order to constrain the space of all possible pitch
patterns within a scale, we restrict each melody to be
an arpeggio over the standard I-IV-V-I cadence chord
pattern. Consequently, each melody consists of 12
notes (3 notes for each of the 4 chords).
(c) In order to vary the pitch patterns, the direction of
arpeggiation of each chord, i.e. up or down, is used as
a latent factor. This choice adds a few binary factors of
variation to the dataset.
(d) The melodies are fixed to 2-bar sequences with 8th
note as the minimum note duration. This makes the
dataset uniform in terms of sequence lengths of the
data points and also helps reduce the complexity of the
sequences. 2-bar sequences have been used in other
music generation studies as well [19, 44]. We use a
tokenized data representation such that each melody is
Factor # Options Notes
Tonic 12 C, C#, D, through B
Octave 3 Octave 4, 5 and 6
Scale 3 major, harmonic minor, and blues
Rhythm Bar 1 28
(8
6
)
, based on onset locations of 6 notes
Rhythm Bar 2 28
(8
6
)
, based on onset locations of 6 notes
Arp Chord 1 2 up/down, for Chord 1
Arp Chord 2 2 up/down, for Chord 2
Arp Chord 3 2 up/down, for Chord 3
Arp Chord 4 2 up/down, for Chord 4
Table 1: Table showing the different factors of variation
for the dMelodies dataset. Since all factors of variation are
independent, the total dataset contains 1,354,752 unique
melodies.
a sequence of length 16.
(e) If we consider the space of all possible unique rhythms,
the number of options will explode to
(
16
12
)
which will
be significantly larger than other factors of variation.
Hence, we choose to break the latent factor for rhythm
into 2 independent factors: rhythm for bar 1 and bar 2.
(f) The rhythm of a melody is based on the metrical onset
position of the notes [47]. Consequently, rhythm is
dependent on the number of notes. In order to keep
rhythm independent from other factors, we constrain
each bar to have 6 notes (play 2 chords) thereby obtain-
ing
(
8
6
)
options for each bar.
Based on the above design choices, the dMelodies
dataset consists of 2-bar monophonic melodies with 9 fac-
tors of variations listed in Table 1. The factors of varia-
tion were chosen to satisfy the design principles listed in
Section 3.1. For instance, while melodic transformations
such as repetition, inversion, retrograde would have made
more musical sense, they did not allow creation of a large-
enough dataset with independent factors of variation. The
resulting dataset thus contains simple melodies which do
not adequately reflect real-world musical data. A side-effect
of this choice of factors is that some of them (such as arpeg-
giation direction and rhythm) affect only a specific part
of the data. Since each unique combination of these fac-
tors results in a unique data point we get 1,354,752 unique
melodies. Figure 2 shows one such melody from the dataset
and its corresponding latent factors. The dataset is gener-
ated using the music21 [13] python package.
4. BENCHMARKING EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present benchmarking experiments to
demonstrate the performance of some of the existing un-
supervised disentanglement algorithms on the proposed
dMelodies dataset and contrast the results with those ob-
tained on the image-based dSprites dataset.
Arp Chord 1: up Arp Chord 2: up Arp Chord 3: up Arp Chord 4: down
Tonic: C, Octave: 4 Rhythm Bar 1: 7 Rhythm Bar 2: 23
Scale: Major
Figure 2: Example of a sample melody from the dMelodies
dataset. Also shown are the values of the different latent fac-
tors. For rhythm latent factors, the shown value corresponds
to the index from the rhythm dictionary.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We consider 3 different disentanglement learning methods:
β-VAE [20], Annealed-VAE [8], and FactorVAE [25]. All
these methods are based on different regularization terms
applied to the VAE loss function.
4.1.1 Data Representation
We use a tokenized data representation [18] with the 8th-
note as the smallest note duration. Each 8th note position
is encoded with a token corresponding to the note name
which starts on that position. A special continuation symbol
(‘__’) is used which denotes that the previous note is held.
A special token is used for rest.
4.1.2 Model Architectures
Two different VAE architectures are chosen to conduct these
experiments. The first architecture (dMelodies-CNN) is
based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and is
similar to those used for several image-based VAEs, ex-
cept that we use 1-D convolutions. The second architec-
ture (dMelodies-RNN) is based on a hierarchical recurrent
model [41, 44]. Details of the model architectures are pro-
vided in the supplementary material.
4.1.3 Hyperparameters
Each learning method has its own regularizing hyperpa-
rameter. For β-VAE, we use three different values of
β ∈ {0.2, 1.0, 4.0}. This choice is loosely based on the
notion of normalized-β [20]. In addition, we force the
KL-regularization only when the KL-divergence exceeds
a fixed threshold τ = 50 [28, 44]. For Annealed-VAE,
we fix γ = 1.0 and use three different values of capac-
ity, C ∈ {25.0, 50.0, 75.0}. For FactorVAE, we use the
Annealed-VAE loss function with a fixed capacity (C = 50),
and choose three different values for γ ∈ {1, 10, 50}.
4.1.4 Training Specifications
For each of the above methods, model, and hyperparame-
ter combination, we train 3 models with different random
seeds. To ensure consistency across training, all models are
trained with a batch-size of 512 for 100 epochs. The ADAM
optimizer [26] is used with a fixed learning rate of 1e−4,
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and  = 1e−8. For β-VAE and
Annealed-VAE, we use 10 warm-up epochs where β = 0.0.
After warm-up, the regularization hyperparameter (β for
β-VAE andC for Annealed-VAE) is annealed exponentially
from 0.0 to their target values over 100000 iterations. For
FactorVAE, we stick to the original implementation and do
not anneal any of the parameters in the loss function. The
VAE optimizer is the same as mentioned earlier. The Factor-
VAE discriminator is optimized using ADAM with a fixed
learning rate of 1e−4, β1 = 0.8, β2 = 0.9, and  = 1e−8.
We found that utilizing the original hyperparameters [25]
for this optimizer led to unstable training on dMelodies.
For comparison with dSprites, we present the results for
all the three methods using a CNN-based VAE architecture.
The set of hyperparameters and other training configura-
tions were kept the same for the dSprites dataset, except for
the FactorVAE where we use the originally proposed loss
function and discriminator optimizer hyperparameters, as
the model does not converge otherwise.
4.1.5 Disentanglement Metrics
The following objective metrics for measuring disentan-
glement are used: (a) Mutual Information Gap (MIG) [9],
which measures the difference of mutual information be-
tween a given latent factor and the top two dimensions of
the latent space which share maximum mutual information
with the factor, (b) Modularity [43], which measures if each
dimension of the latent space depends on only one latent
factor, and (c) Separated Attribute Predictability (SAP) [31],
which measures the difference in the prediction error of the
two most predictive dimensions of the latent space for a
given factor. For each metric, the mean across all latent
factors is used for aggregation. For consistency, standard
implementations of the different metrics are used [36].
4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Disentanglement
In this experiment, we present the comparative disentangle-
ment performance of the different methods on dMelodies.
The result for each method is aggregated across the differ-
ent hyperparameters and random seeds. Figure 3 shows the
results for all three disentanglement metrics. We group the
trained models based on the architecture. The results for
the dSprites dataset are also shown for comparison.
First, we compare the performance of different methods
on dMelodies. Annealed-VAE shows better performance
for MIG and SAP. These metrics indicate the ability of a
method to ensure that each factor of variation is mapped
to a single latent dimension. The performance in terms of
Modularity is similar across the different methods. High
Modularity indicates that each dimension of the latent space
maps to only a single factor of variation. For dSprites,
FactorVAE seems to be best method overall across metrics.
However, the high variance in the results shows that choice
of random seeds and hyperparameters is probably more
important than the disentanglement method itself. This is
in line with observations in previous studies [36].
Second, we observe no significant impact of model ar-
chitecture on the disentanglement performance. For both
the CNN and the hierarchical RNN-based VAE, the per-
formance of all the different methods on dMelodies is
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Figure 3: Overall disentanglement performance (higher is better) of different methods on the dMelodies and dSprites
datasets. Individual points denote results for different hyperparameter and random seed combinations. Please refer to
supplementary material Sec.2.1 for the best hyperparameter settings.
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Figure 4: Overall reconstruction accuracies (higher is bet-
ter) of the different methods on the dMelodies and dSprites
datasets. Individual points denote results for different hy-
perparameter and random seed combinations.
comparable. This might be due to the relatively short se-
quence lengths used in dMelodies which do not fully uti-
lize the capabilities of the hierarchical-RNN architecture
(which has been shown to work well in learning long-term
dependencies [44]). On the positive side, this indicates
that the dMelodies dataset might be agnostic to the VAE-
architecture.
Finally, we compare differences in the performance be-
tween the two datasets. In terms of MIG and SAP, the
performance for dSprites is slightly better (especially for
Factor-VAE), while for Modularity, performance across
both datasets is comparable. However, once again, the dif-
ferences are not significant. Looking at the disentanglement
metrics alone, one might be tempted to conclude that the dif-
ferent methods are domain invariant. However, as the next
experiments will show, there are significant differences.
4.2.2 Reconstruction Fidelity
From a generative modeling standpoint, it is important that
along with better disentanglement performance we also re-
tain good reconstruction fidelity. This is measured using the
reconstruction accuracy shown in Figure 4. It is clear that
all three methods fail to achieve a consistently good recon-
struction accuracy on dMelodies. β-VAE gets an accuracy
≥ 90% for some hyperparameter values (more on this in
Section 4.2.3). However, both Annealed-VAE and Factor-
VAE struggle to cross a median-accuracy of 40% (which
would be unusable from a generative modeling perspective).
The performance of the hierarchical RNN-based VAE is
slightly better than the CNN-based architecture. In compar-
ison, for dSprites, all three methods are able to consistently
achieve better reconstruction accuracies.
4.2.3 Sensitivity to Hyperparameters
The previous experiments presented aggregated results over
the different hyperparameter values for each method. Next,
we take a closer look at the individual impact of those
hyperparameters, i.e., the effect of changing the hyperpa-
rameters on the disentanglement performance (MIG) and
the reconstruction accuracy. Figure 5 shows this in the form
of scatter plots. The ideal models should lie on the top right
corner of the plots (with high values of both reconstruction
accuracy and MIG).
Models trained on dMelodies are very sensitive to hy-
perparameter adjustments. This is especially true for recon-
struction accuracy. For instance, increasing β for the β-VAE
model improves MIG but severely reduces reconstruction
performance. For Annealed-VAE and Factor-VAE there is a
wider spread in the scatter plots. For Annealed-VAE, having
a high capacity C seems to marginally improve reconstruc-
tion (especially for the recurrent VAE). For FactorVAE,
increasing γ leads to a drop in both disentanglement and
reconstruction.
Contrast this with the scatter plots for dSprites. For all
three methods, the hyperparameters seem to only signif-
icantly affect the disentanglement performance. For in-
stance, increasing β and γ (for β-VAE and FactorVAE,
respectively) result in clear improvement in MIG. More
importantly, however, there is no adverse impact on the
reconstruction accuracy.
4.2.4 Factor-wise Disentanglement
We also looked at how the individual factors of variation
are disentangled. We consider the β-VAE model for this
since it has the highest reconstruction accuracy. Figure 6
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Figure 5: Effect of the hyperparameters on the different disentanglement methods. Overall, for improving disentanglement
on dMelodies results in severe drop in reconstruction accuracy. The dSprites dataset does not suffer from this drawback.
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shows the factor-wise MIG for both the CNN and RNN-
based models. Factors corresponding to octave and rhythm
are disentangled better. This is consistent with some recent
research on disentangling rhythm [24, 49]. In contrast, the
factors corresponding to the arpeggiation direction perform
the worst. This might be due to their binary type. Similar
analysis for the dSprites dataset reveals better disentangle-
ment for the scale and position based factors. Additional
results are provided in the supplementary material.
5. DISCUSSION
As mentioned in Section 2, disentanglement techniques
have been shown to be sensitive to the choice of hyper-
parameters and random seeds [36]. The results obtained in
our benchmarking experiments in the previous section using
dMelodies seem to ascertain this even further. We find that
methods which work well for image-based datasets do not
extend directly to the music domain. When moving between
domains, not only do we have to tune hyperparameters sep-
arately, but the model behavior may vary significantly when
hyperparameters are changed. For instance, reconstruction
fidelity is hardly effected by hyperparameter choice in the
case of dSprites while for dMelodies it varies significantly.
While sensitivity to hyperparameters is expected in neural
networks, this is also one of the main reasons for evaluating
methods on more than one dataset, preferably from multiple
domains.
Some aspects of the dataset design, especially the na-
ture of the factors of variation, might have affected our
experimental results. While the factors of variation in
dSprites are continuous (except the shape attribute), those
for dMelodies span different data-types (categorical, ordinal
and binary). This might make other types of models (such
as VQ-VAEs [48]) more suitable. Another consideration is
that some factors of variation (such as the arpeggiation di-
rection and rhythm) effect only a part of the data. However,
the effect of this on the disentanglement performance needs
further investigation since we get good performance for
rhythm but poor performance for arpeggiation direction.
Unsupervised methods for disentanglement learning
have their own limitations and some degree of supervision
might actually be essential [36]. It is still unclear if it is pos-
sible to develop general domain-invariant disentanglement
methods. Consequently, supervised and semi-supervised
methods have been garnering more attention [4, 19, 37, 40].
The dMelodies dataset can also be used to explore such
methods for music-based tasks. There has been some work
recently in disentangling musical attributes such as rhythm
and melodic contours which are considered important from
an interactive music generation perspective [1,40,49]. Apart
from the designed latent factors of variation, other low-
level musical attributes such as rhythmic complexity and
contours can also be computationally extracted using this
dataset to meet task-specific requirements.
6. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the need for more diverse modes of
data for studying disentangled representation learning by in-
troducing a new music dataset for the task. The dMelodies
dataset comprises of more than 1 million data points of
2-bar melodies. The dataset is constructed based on fixed
rules that maintain independence between different factors
of variation, thus enabling researchers to use it for study-
ing disentanglement learning. Benchmarking experiments
conducted using popular disentanglement learning methods
show that existing methods do not achieve performance
comparable to those obtained on an analogous image-based
dataset. This showcases the need for further research on
domain-invariant algorithms for disentanglement learning.
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